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Neil: Oh hiya, how are you doing? 

Catherine: Hi Neil, hi, I’m fine, um… have you got a minute? 

Neil: Er, yeah, sure. 

Catherine: I’m not disturbing you, am I? 

Neil: No, no no. 

Catherine: OK, well, what it was, um, I don’t know if I told you that I’m going on 

holiday next week for a couple of weeks… 

Neil: Oh right, cool – very nice! 

Catherine: Yes, and I was wondering if I could ask you a massive favour… which is 

would you mind popping in and feeding the cats while I’m away? 

Neil: Yeah, yeah that’s fine, sure. I mean, what sort of time do they need to eat 

‘cause um I, sometimes I get home a bit later than other times, so… 

Catherine: Well, generally what I do is I’ll leave out some dried food for them in the 

morning, so it will just be an evening meal and they’ll be hanging around 

when they’re hungry – they won’t go anywhere, so if I just give you a key 

and if you can just kind of, when you get back from work, just open a tin - 

Neil: Yeah - 

Catherine: … and put it out for them and that will be fine.  

Neil: Oh right, perhaps you should show me where the tins and stuff are… 

Catherine: Yeah, if you wanna pop round next week, I mean, obviously I can see you’re 

quite busy now, but if you can come round… I’m going away next Monday, 

so if you could pop in any time really, just give me a call and I’ll show you 

where everything is. 

Neil: Yeah that’s fine, sure, no problem. 

Catherine: Ah sweetheart, thank you so much!  

Neil: Where are you going? 

Catherine: Vietnam! 
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Neil: No way! Fantastic! 

Catherine: I can’t wait! 

 


